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REWARDS

Rewards - advertising campaigns, a feature
that allows you to advertise places on the one
hand, and earn crypto on the other. The main

focus is restaurants in Canada, Vancouver.



BENEFITS

FOR RESTAURANTS

no management overhead;

pay for results only;

no employee fraud;

easy to target new or lapsed

customers;

drive traffic during off-peak days

and hours;

receive honest dish-specific

reviews.

FOR USERS

receive cryptocurrency as a reward for a

review;

a personalized stream of rewards;

the aspirational activity (helping others

discover great experiences);

build social capital (likes, comments,

connections, reputation).

FOR PARTNERS

restaurant listings, menus, and

food reviews can be integrated

into any third-party application;

Waivio Labs can help to create

custom sites and applications

using Waivio technology.



SYSTEM REVIEW

Restaurant 
= 

Primary object

Dish / Drink 
= 

Secondary object

For the successful operation of the review system and the ability to create a
campaign, waivio platform must have restaurant objects (as a primary object)

and dish / drink (as secondary one).



Primary object
Secondary object



Sponsor Executor

Roles

C O N D I T I O N A L  D I V I S I O N  I N T O  R O L E S  T H A T  T A K E  P A R T  I N  C A M P A I G N S

create campaigns;
manage campaigns;
pay to the executor;
sponsor is a hive account.

execute campaigns;
receive payment from sponsor;
can be guest or hive account.



CAMPAIGN LIFECYCLE

Sponsor pays and
executor receives

payment

Create campaign

Reserved reward for
campaign 

= 
Create reservation

Write review 
= 

complete
reservation

Campaign successfully
completed

SPON
SOR EXECUTOR

EXECUTOR



TOOLS

Executor

Sponsor



Sponsor
 MAIN ACTIONS THAT CAN BE TAKEN BY THE

SPONSOR

MANAGE
campaign activation;
edit a campaign;
campaign deactivation;
check state of balance;
check campaign details;
see list of current campaigns;
see list of updated campaigns;
create campaign.

PAY
pay to executors;
see list of executors;
see payments history;
check artifacts (review, reservation,
report);

CREATE
creating a campaign.

REPORTS
sponsor report generation.



View reservation

Open review

Show report

Reject review

Add user to blacklist

Release reservation

Increase reward

View rejection note

Reinstate reward

Send messages to executor

Check for fraud

Additional actions with
Reservation



Place to create a campaign

Open https://www.waivio.com;
Click on Rewards tab in top navigation menu;
Click on Create tab in left sidebar, in Campaign
section.

1.
2.
3.

Open https://www.waivio.com;
Click on Rewards tab in top navigation menu;
Click on Manage tab in left sidebar, in Campaign section;
Click on "Create new campaign" button.

1.
2.
3.
4.

1st way

2nd way



2nd

1st



Create campaign

General campaign settings;
Post requirements;
Eligibility criteria;
Legal.

Campaign creation can be conditionally divided into 4
blocks:

1.
2.
3.
4.

*Fields with a star sign at the beginning are required

Original source: https://www.waivio.com/@grampo/how-to-launch-a-rebate-program-for-a-restaurant-on-waivio6kj5va-



General campaign settings

Campaign name is used for internal reporting
and references in notifications.

Campaign type must be set to Reviews.

Base currency is necessary to ensure a stable
price in a given currency.

Campaign budget monthly budget is the total
budget that can be spent as a reward.

Reward - the amount of reward per review in
base currency. This amount will be displayed
on the reward cards.



General campaign settings
Registered upvoting accounts - accounts, the value of all
these upvotes will be subtracted from the reward. Because the
reward can be paid as a combination of upvotes (author
rewards) and liquid HIVE. These are match-bots upvotes.
Compensation account - account to which the qualified
upvotes will be sent. This means that the votes of the match-
bots, specified in the field "Registered upvoting accounts", will
not be deducted from the reward, but will be sent to
compensation account.
Maximum reservation period defines how many days the
user will have after reward reservation for completing the
review. After this period, the reservation will be expired.
Target days for reviews - it is possible to target reviews for
specific days of the week. This is achieved by dynamically
changing the reservation period. For example, if Friday and
Saturday are excluded and a user makes a reservation on
Sunday, they will have 5 days to complete the review. But if a
user makes a reservation on Thursday, they will only have 1 day
to complete their review. On Fridays and Saturdays, this
campaign will remain inactive.



Post requirements In order for a user to complete a campaign successfully,
he must fulfill the requirements of the sponsor.

The minimum number of original photos of the secondary
object must be specified. At the time of posting, the system will
check the number of photos in the review and alert the user if
the target number is not reached.

Photo of the receipt - the requirement to include a photo of
the invoice/receipt or another form of purchase confirmation. If
this box is checked, the total number of photos required will be
increased by one more.

Link to the primary object - a special link to an object. In the
review system, this is a restaurant.

Link to one of the secondary objects - a special link to an
object. In the review system, this is a dish or drink.

Additional post requirements may be specified and will be
presented to users at the time of writing the review.



Eligibility criteria

Waivio expertise - the amount of rewards users
have earned on their posts, expressed in Hive
Dollars (HBD), and it is possible to specify the
minimum Waivio expertise as a condition for
participating in the program.

Number of followers. It is possible to launch
campaigns with different rewards depending on
the number of followers.

A minimum number of posts that a user should
have, may also be used as eligibility criteria

Campaign budget monthly budget is the total
budget that can be spent as a reward.

Eligibility period - the period specifies how often
a user can participate in this campaign. In this
example, they can participate in the program every
15 days. If 0 - the user can participate all the time.

In order for a user to reserve a campaign
successfully, he must meet the requirements
specified by the sponsor. Only eligible users
may participate in the campaign.



Legal

Link to the agreement. The agreement must be
published on the Hive blockchain as a page object,
which preserves the history of all changes to the
document on the public blockchain.
The legal notice to users may be used to draw
users' attention to specific terms of the agreement,
such as minimum age or residency requirements.

Legal section may include a reference to an
agreement which specifies terms and conditions
between the sponsor and users.



Legal confirmation. This campaign will be
administered by Waivio Technologies Inc. and the
sponsor must confirm that it agrees to the terms
and conditions of the service and that its campaign
does not violate any laws of British Columbia,
Canada.

The campaign expiry date must be specified.

Commissions to Waivio and partners. In addition
to the reward that will be paid to the user, the
sponsor must also specify the commissions it offers
to all parties that will index, promote and assist
users in completing qualified reviews. The minimum
commission is 5%, but it can be increased to
improve the visibility of the rewards campaign.

Legal



Create campaign

Now campaign has status "pending" and appear in
the Manage section. 

As long as the campaign is pending, it can be
edited. 

After clicking on Create button -> 
Campaign was successfully created!





Campaign activation

During the activation of the campaign, its terms and conditions
will be published on the Hive blockchain signed by the sponsor.
As long as the campaign is active, its terms cannot be changed.

The sponsor can deactivate the campaign (click on active
checkbox, then confirm the action in the modal window), but all
current user reservations will remain active until their expiration
date or until users complete reviews according to the original
terms of the campaign. If necessary, the sponsor can cancel
active user reservations one by one manually.



restaurant page (primary object);
on all the dishes (secondary objects); 
in the Rewards section in the list and on the map.

Once the campaign is activated, eligible users will be able
to see the rewards on the:

All the sponsor's followers will receive notifications about
the new campaign as well as all users who follow one of
the objects referenced in the campaign.

Rewards program is now active

Original source: https://www.waivio.com/@grampo/how-to-launch-a-rebate-program-
for-a-restaurant-on-waivio6kj5va-



Manage campaign

Sponsor can check his balance in Account  balance table where:

1. Balance - the total balance for a specific token of the user;
2. Payables - the amount for completed campaigns;
3. Reserved - the amount for the reserved review;
4. Remaining - the balance that will remain if the sponsor pays for
completed and reserved campaigns.
 (Balance - Payables - Reserved = Remaining)



activate campaign - click on inactive checkbox;
deactivate campaign - click on active checkbox;
look at campaign details - click on campaign name in Campaign column;
edit campaign - if campaign has "pending" status, click on campaign name in
Campaign column, fields won't be blocked;
check campaign status;
check type and budget;
check the number of reservations that
have been reserved and completed -
number is clickable, after clicking, the
sponsor sees the reserve card in the
"Reservation" tab with the corresponding
campaign status and campaign name
filters;
remaining - the number of times a
campaign can be completed within
budget;
create campaign

SPONSOR MANAGES CAMPAIGNS WITH 
"ACTIVE AND PENDING CAMPAIGN" BLOCK:

*Please note, that reservations reduce the campaign budget and available

Manage campaign



From - creation date;
Till - date of expiration;
Campaign - campaign name to check
details;
Status - campaign status;
Type - campaign type;
Reward - reward per review in user base
currency (USD, CAD, etc.);
Currency - user's base currency;
Reviews - number of completed reviews;
Paid - payment amount in cryptocurrency.

Manage campaign
History of sponsorship campaigns
that are no longer active (expired,

unassigned, inactive).

A campaign is considered completed when the
sponsor has paid the executor and the campaign no

longer has an available budget or has expired.



Payment

In order to complete the campaign, the
sponsor must pay and the executor must

receive a reward.

Payment, in fact, is a transfer with a
special memo that helps the system

understand that this is a payment for a
completed campaign.
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2ND WAY TO PAY

1ST WAY TO PAY

REWARDS;
Payables tab in Campaign section;
Click on Pay button.

1.
2.
3.

REWARDS;
Payables tab in Campaign section;
Click on arrow button;
Click on Pay button.

1.
2.
3.
4.



 1.5%

w a i v i o . c a m p a i g n s

w a i v i o . i n d e x
0.71%

2.8%
w a i v i o . r e f e r r a l s

 97%

A u t h o r
 3%

w a i v i o

Sponsor must pay

USER REWARDS

*Example for general cituation where user is hive account

PROCESSING FEES



Sponsor must pay

User rewards - this is the reward that was promised to the executor when he reserved the
campaign; which the sponsor indicated in the base currency when creating the campaign
(Create -> "Reward" field). 

User rewards = author + waivio

During the reservation, the reward from dollars is converted to the selected cryptocurrency at the current rate - and
this is the amount that the sponsor will have to pay. If the base currency is not a dollar, then it is first converted into a
dollar, and then into a cryptocurrency.

author = beneficiary - the user who wrote the post, can also have several beneficiaries if
the user has this specified in the settings; usually - is 97%;
waivio - waivio platform's additional fee, by default - is 3%, sponsor can't change it.
(Instead of waivio - it can be another account - site owner. Details slide 32)

Consist of:



Sponsor must pay
Processing fees -  additional payment for using services that allow you to publish, place
a campaign, find a suitable user. These fees are paid by campaign sponsor in addition to
the user rewards. 
By default - is 5%, but sponsor can change it, during campaign creation (Create -> "I
agree to pay the following commissions to Waivio and partners" field.)

waivio.campaigns - this account (service) responsible for campaign management -
for placing and publishing the terms of an advertising campaign on the blockchain -
1.5%;
waivio.index - this account (service) responsible for rewards indexing  - for
recording a reservation by waivio.referrals, helps eligible user reserve reward -
0.71%;
waivio.referrals - this account (service) responsible for referral - who helps find an
eligible user 2.8%. (details next slide)

Consist of:



waivio.referrals - in fact, this is the interest of the site from
which the review was published. 
For example:
https://www.waivio.com/ - waivio.referrals;
https://dining.gifts/ - grampo (as site owner);
https://test.dining.gifts/ - eyedin (as site owner).

When hive user is creating a site (from waivio.platform), as
site owner, he will be instead of waivio.referrals (can be
changed to another user) in beneficiary for post and referral.

*The same situation with waivio account for User rewards.



Payables - a place to pay and
check the history of sponsors for
specific users.
REWARDS -> Payables

The sponsor can see the total amount of rewards he has to pay;
an alert next to the tab name (Payables(!)) means that the
sponsor has campaign debt for more than 21 days;
if the debt is more than 30 days, then all campaigns stop and
go to "suspended" status;

sponsor can sort this list by amount and time;
user can also filter the list by the number of days of debt and the
amount;
the number of days of debt is written next to the pay button.



After clicking on arrow, sponsor
can see the complete general
report for specific user.

open the executor profile;
open campaign sponsor profile;
open the review;
open primary object page;
open secondary object page;
open beneficiaries profile pages;
open a reservation;
open a report.

Additional actions:

Reviews can accumulate, and their amount
is summed up and paid in one transfer.



Report - report with a full list of amounts,
percentages, names of users who are involved

in receiving remuneration or part of it.



Reservations - this is a post that is created
automatically after the user clicks on the reservation

button. This post contains all the conditions regarding
the campaign: requirements for the executor and post,
the amount of remuneration, etc. Created on behalf of

the executor.



Any user can generate a report for
any sponsor (hive account);
user can specify the time (from-till),
total amount, and objects.

Reports tab - a place to generate and
check the history of sponsors.
REWARDS -> Reports

open the executor profile;
open campaign sponsor profile;
open the review;
open primary object page;
open secondary object page;
open beneficiaries profile pages;
open a reservation;
open a report.

Additional actions in table:



View reservation;

Add to blacklist.

(Executor canceled reservation)

R e l e a s e d

View reservation;

Release reservation;

Add to blacklist;

Increase reward.

(Executor reserved campaign)

R e s e r v e d

View reservation;

Open review;

Show report;

Reject review;

Add to blacklist.

(Executor completed

reservation)

C o m p l e t e d
Reservation status and
additional actions for

sponsor:

View reservation;

Add to blacklist.

(reservation or campaign time

out)

E x p i r e d

View reservation;

Open review;

Rejection note;

Reinstate reward;

Add to blacklist.

(Sponsor canceled reservation)

R e j e c t e d



Reservations tab - the history of
reservations with the status is displayed,
in the form of list secondary cards.
REWARDS -> Reservations

status filtering;
campaign name filtering;
sorting by Reservation (by date of
reservation);
sorting by Action (by the date of the last
action).

Additional actions:



Messages tab - history from the list of
secondaries cards that have messages.
REWARDS -> Messages

filtering by general status (open - last message
from user, closed - from sponsor);
filtering by campaign status;
sorting by Inquiry date (last user comment);
sorting by Latest (last comment);
sorting by Reservation (reservation date).

Additional actions:



Fraud detection tab - a list with
secondaries of cards, in which the photos
are not authentic.
REWARDS -> Fraud detection

the models of the devices on which the pictures for the review were taken
are compared, if they differ, the user is suspected of fraud.
if the image has gps coordinates, then it is checked that they are made
within a radius of 1 km from the restaurant (provided that the object has a
map)
the date of creation of the image is checked - it must be no earlier than 14
days before the reservation of the company.

The selection of cards is limited to 30 days.
At the moment, the check is carried out as follows:

1.

2.

3.

The code below shows the detailed reason.



Blacklist tab - managing a list of users for their access to the execution of
campaigns of a given sponsor.
REWARDS -> Blacklist
Having 3 section: Blacklist, References, Whitlist.

List of users for whom the
campaign reservation of this
sponsor will not be available.

B l a c k l i s t
List of users from which the

blacklist will be pulled up, so users
from the blacklist of these users
will also not be able to reserve a

campaign.

R e f e r e n c e s
Users from this list can participate

in any campaign. This list takes
precedence over the blacklist.

W h i t e l i s t



The campaign is displayed only in the Manage tab;
campaign can be edited;
campaign has not been recorded in the blockchain yet,is only in the
database.

Pending - status means that the sponsor has created a campaign.

The campaign is displayed only in the Manage tab;
user cannot edit fields, campaign information;
campaign was recorded on the blockchain;
campaign available for reservations.

Active - status means that the campaign is activated.

The campaign is displayed only in the Manage tab;
upon deactivation, the campaign cannot be resumed.

Inactive - status means that the campaign was deactivated, campaign for
the reservation is not available anymore.

campaign activation impossible.

OnHold - status is displayed during deactivation if there are active
reservations.

CAMPAIGN STATUSES

https://github.com/Waiviogit/waivio/wiki/Manage-(Campaign)
https://github.com/Waiviogit/waivio/wiki/Manage-(Campaign)
https://github.com/Waiviogit/waivio/wiki/Manage-(Campaign)


Expired - status means that the maximum reservation period (days)
specified when creating the campaign has expired or the expiration date
has passed.

The campaign is displayed only in the Manage tab;
campaign can't be reserved anymore.

ReachedLimit - status appears when the campaign's monthly budget has
run out.

Delete - status means that the campaign can be deleted, but only if the
campaign has a "pending" status, that is, the campaign has not been
activated. (Implemented on the backend)

all active campaigns are blocked;
status appears if “Remaining” is in the red, in the Manage tab.

Suspended - status appears in case of non-payment of debts within 30
days.

CAMPAIGN STATUSES

https://github.com/Waiviogit/waivio/wiki/Manage-(Campaign)
https://github.com/Waiviogit/waivio/wiki/Manage-(Campaign)


SIDE OF THE EXECUTOR

*Simplified version (valid on the dining.gifts). On the waivio platform,
executor should reserve a campaign.

Eat Publish Receive rewards



All tab - list in the form of primary cards
(restaurants) of all active campaigns.
REWARDS -> All

filtering by type (now only reviews);
filtering by sponsors;
sorting by default, payouts, amount, expiry, and proximity.
map with restaurants marks;

Additional actions:



Eligible tab - list in the form of primary
cards (restaurants) of all active
campaigns that are available for
reservation for the user. That is, the user
meets the requirements for the
campaign executor that the sponsor
specified when creating the campaign.
REWARDS -> Eligible

filtering by type (now only reviews);
filtering by sponsors;
sorting by default, payouts, amount, expiry, and proximity.
map with restaurants marks;

Additional actions:



In All or Eligible tabs, after clicking on
Earn button, list with secondary objects
is opened, so user can reserve a
campaign. 

Sponsor filters will display only those that have campaigns
for this object;
the map now only displays one primary object, which is
related to the campaign.



user can meet the requirements for campaign
executor;
familiarize yourself with the campaign requirements;
read about rewards and legal information;
user can reserve a campaign, by clicking on active
Reserve button.

After pressing the Reserve Your Reward button on the
secondary card, reservation information is opened:



Reserved tab - all cards of reserved
campaigns are displayed here, in the
form of secondary cards.
REWARDS -> Reserved

after clicking on Reserved, user redirects to Reserved tab;
sorting by payouts, amount, expiry, and proximity.
sponsor filters will display only those that have campaigns for
this object;
the map now only displays one primary object, which is related
to the campaign;
after reservation, the user can immediately proceed to the
implementation of the campaign - writing a review by clicking
on Write review button;
the editor already has a title and links to objects.

Additional information:





Receivables - a place to check the
history of user for specific sponsor. The
tab is similar to Payables, with the
difference that this is a list of sponsors
in whose campaigns the user
participated and will receive or received
a reward.
REWARDS -> Receivables

The user can see the total amount of rewards he
has to receive;
sponsor can sort this list by amount and time;
user can also filter the list by the number of days of
debt and the amount;



After clicking on arrow, user can
see the complete general report
where his completed reservations
for specific user.

open the executor profile;
open campaign sponsor profile;
open the review;
open primary object page;
open secondary object page;
open beneficiaries profile pages;
open a reservation;
open a report.

Additional actions:



History tab - the history of reservations
with the status is displayed, in the form
of list secondary cards for specific user. 
REWARDS -> History

status filtering;
sponsor name filtering;
sorting by Reservation (by date of
reservation);
sorting by Action (by the date of the last
action).

Additional actions:



COMPLETE RESERVATION

Open https://www.waivio.com;
Open REWARDS
Chose available campaign in Eligible tab;
Click on Earn button in primary card;
Click on Reserve button in secondary card;
Click on Reserve button in modal window with
requirements;
Click on Write review in the secondary card;
Click on Write review in modal window with post
requirements;
Add photos and content for review in editor;
Publish review;
Receive payments from sponsor.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
8.

9.
10.
11.





#TODO https://github.com/Waiviogit/waivio/issues/162
добавить, когда к посту нормально будут отображаться все комментарии, но идея

нарисовать +- как здесь  




